How light and small should a chain saw be?
A professional logger would select his saw in relation to its power and performance. If the saw and engine are too small they quickly overheat and have neither the power nor durability to handle a lengthy cutting job. The new STIHL 030 AV Deluxe is a professional-type of lightweight chain saw. A real top-performance tool with more than twice the power of some saws, near its lightweight class... and with many real deluxe features. Like Stihl's exclusive AV anti-vibration system to absorb fatiguing vibrations from chain and engine... an extra-large muffler to quiet your saw and neighbors... automatic chain oiling with quantity control and many others. Try the new STIHL 030 AV Deluxe. The saw that is light enough to suit the occasional-user and powerful enough to satisfy the professional.
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